Photothermal release of single-stranded DNA from the surface of gold nanoparticles through controlled denaturating and Au-S bond breaking.
Photothermal release of DNA from gold nanoparticles either by thermolysis of the Au-S bonds used to anchor the oligonucleotides to the nanoparticle or by thermal denaturation has great therapeutic potential, however, both processes have limitations (a decreased particle stability for the former process and a prohibitively slow rate of release for the latter). Here we show that these two mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and can be controlled by adjusting laser power and ionic strength. We show this using two different double-stranded (ds)DNA-nanoparticle conjugates, in which either the anchored sense strand or the complementary antisense strand was labeled with a fluorescent marker. The amounts of release due to the two mechanisms were evaluated using fluorescence spectroscopy and capillary electrophoresis, which showed that irradiation of the decorated particles in 200 mM NaOAc containing 10 mM Mg(OAc)(2) with a pulsed 532 nm laser operating at 100 mW favors denaturation over Au-S cleavage to an extent of more than six-to-one. Due to the use of a pulsed laser, the process occurs on the order of minutes rather than hours, which is typical for continuous wave lasers. These findings encourage continued research toward developing photothermal gene therapeutics.